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About the National Estuarine Research Reserve System
This network of 29 coastal sites covers over 1.3 million acres. It is here that 
estuaries are nurtured, studied, and enjoyed. Established by the Coastal Zone 
Management Act, program administration is a partnership effort between 
NOAA and the coastal states. NOAA provides funding and national guidance, 
and each site is managed on a daily basis by a lead state agency or university 
with input from local partners.

Recreation, stewardship, education, and science are part of each and every 
reserve. People come to the reserves to reconnect with nature and each other. 
The research reserve system makes habitats and communities stronger.



WHAT THEY ARE AND WHY THEY MATTER

ESTUARIES 



To understand the importance of an estuary, it’s first necessary 

to know what it is. But don’t worry if you had to ask—after 

all, many locals aren’t sure what estuaries are, and don’t use that 

terminology. Generally speaking (with a few exceptions), an estuary 

is a region where rivers meet the sea and Great Lakes. Terms that 

might be more familiar include marsh, bay, cove, inlet, bayou, or gulf. 

What is being referenced is that special place where fresh flowing 

waters mix with tidal saltwater.

Estuaries are ecosystems—they’re that perfect-yet-fragile combination of 

the biological and physical environment, home to an array of plant and 

animal habitats, and a nursery for birds, fish, and a multitude of wildlife. 

They also filter pollutants, making our water supplies cleaner, and act as 

a natural buffer, protecting upland areas from crashing waves and storms 

and safeguarding communities from flooding by soaking up excess waters. 

Equally important are the opportunities that research reserves  

provide communities. 

The reserves give people a meaningful way to step away from their 

televisions, computers, and iPads and get up-close and personal with 

nature. The numerous hands-on educational programs teach children 

and adults about the estuary and its ecosystem. The research component 

covers topics ranging from invasive species to water quality, the results 

of which are used by communities and the nation. And the countless 

recreational pursuits—swimming, hiking, boating, fishing, horseback 

riding, hunting, and birdwatching—often make the reserves the center of a 

coastal community.

Estuaries and the research reserves that care for them bring together 

families, friends, neighbors, and community leaders.   

“ESTUARIES ARE 
ECOSYSTEMS—

THEY’RE THAT 
PERFECT-

YET-FRAGILE 
COMBINATION OF 
THE BIOLOGICAL 

AND PHYSICAL 
ENVIRONMENT.”
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75%

RESEARCH RESERVES  

29

Estuaries are 
nurseries to more 
than 75% of all the 
fish and shellfish 
harvested in the U.S. 

The nation’s 29 reserves 
in 8 regions and  
24 states cover over  
1.3 million acres of 
public land and water. 

BY THE NUMBERS

That’s how many water-quality 

and weather observations have 

been made through the reserves’ 

monitoring program—which helps 

keep us all safe. 

$4.3 billion
That’s how much the fish catch in estuaries 

contributes to the U.S. economy every year!

$55 billion
Coastal tourism and recreation pay Americans 

over $55 billion every year, and many of these 

jobs depend on a healthy ecosystem.

38% of the nation’s coastal wetlands have been 

lost to draining, dredging, and filling. Luckily, the 

wetlands at the research reserves are sheltered 

from these activities!

Of the 32 largest cities in the world, 22 are located 

on estuaries. 

How many millions?  

63 million!
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S P E N D  F U N - F I L L E D  D A Y S  A T  T H E  N A T I O N ’ S  2 9  N A T U R A L  W O N D E R S

RECREATION
The southeastern United States was once home to 30 million 

pristine acres of longleaf pine-grassland habitat, where 

hundreds of species of birds, butterflies, and other creatures of all 

sizes could have easily competed for the title of “most beautiful.” 

THE RESEARCH RESERVE EXPERIENCE
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In this region, about two million acres of this habitat 

remains, and this endures because of places such as 

the Grand Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve 

on Mississippi’s Gulf coast. One of 29 research reserves 

dedicated to keeping America’s lands beautiful and 

healthy, Grand Bay is where visitors of all ages go to 

experience the wonders of nature—plants that are 

carnivorous, meandering kayak rides catching glimpses 

of dolphins, and the ever-present but never-tiresome 

sight of a bald eagle soaring overhead. 

Each reserve is as unique as the area it calls home. 

While Grand Bay’s 18,000 acres are where herons and 

egrets forage in the shallows of the bayous alongside 

local fishermen, and oak trees grow on the oyster shell 

remnants of Native American settlements, it’s a different 

but equally impressive scene elsewhere.

Two states over at Florida’s Guana Tolomato Matanzas 

Research Reserve, 40-foot high sand dunes and the East 

Coast’s northernmost mangrove habitat share over 

73,000 acres with sea turtles and North Atlantic right 

whales. Across the country, on the northern shores of 

Washington state, wildlife enthusiasts flock to Padilla 

Bay Research Reserve to spot playful harbor seals and 

sea otters. On New Hampshire’s “hidden coast,” the 

Great Bay Research Reserve serves as a place to learn 

how the area and its habitats—from Native American 

fishing camps to colonial trade routes, and abundant 

eelgrass beds to prehistoric horseshoe crabs—have been 

intertwined since America’s first settlers enjoyed it.  

While beautiful habitat and exceptional recreational 

opportunities play a starring role at each reserve, the 

estuary also plays a vital role for community health and 

safety. Estuaries absorb excess water as needed, thereby 

reducing flooding and storm surge. These natural filters 

also make our waters cleaner and act as a nursery 

for sea life, benefiting the seafood industry and other 

economic activity found near the water’s edge. 

Like the earth itself, the reserve system is a network 

of autonomous and distinctive yet highly connected 

entities that work together and support each other. 

Each reserve performs various research and monitoring 

functions that are shared throughout the network—

system-wide water quality monitoring, for instance, 

ensures consistency while providing communities 

with useful local data—and they all are dedicated 

to safeguarding, training, educating, and informing 

their communities. 

Perhaps most important to the hundreds of thousands 

of Americans who live near and visit the research 

reserves is that they’re all there to be experienced and 

enjoyed. A canoe ride through the 1,515-mile Florida 

Circumnavigational Saltwater Paddling Trail at the 

Apalachicola Research Reserve; visiting an old Chinese 

shrimp-fishing village and a working blacksmith at the 

San Francisco Bay Research Reserve; a peaceful early 

morning walk through the oak-hickory forest at Ohio’s 

Old Woman Creek; a multi-generational fishing trip in 

the waters of Grand Bay; or hiking, picnicking, fishing, 

swimming, and breathing in the fresh air at any one of 

these sites is a simple yet invaluable way to spend a day 

enjoying the natural beauty of this country. 

As the world keeps changing and everything keeps 

moving faster and faster, the research reserve system 

ensures that there are 29 places throughout the United 

States where people can slow down and experience 

the splendor of our country, where children learn from 

nature, not video games, and where communities’ 

resources, economies, and knowledge grow together. 
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For the Birds
The bald eagle, wood stork, and peregrine 
falcon find refuge at South Carolina’s ACE 
Basin and Georgia’s Sapelo Island—also 
home to ospreys, brown pelicans, and 
Wilson’s plovers. Texas’s Mission-Aransas 
houses endangered whooping cranes (and 
also rehabilitates sick and injured birds).

Imposing and Impressive
Alligators are in abundance throughout 
the Gulf and Southeast reserves, such as 
Florida’s Rookery Bay, where panthers also 
find protection. The Gulf salt marsh snake 
and eastern indigo snake call Alabama’s 
Weeks Bay home. 

Ocean Dwellers
At Puerto Rico’s Jobos Bay, the 

hawksbill sea turtle and West 
Indian manatee are among the 

endangered species of the sea. 
Endangered sea turtles are 

protected at New Jersey’s 
Jacques Cousteau and 

Florida’s Guana 
Tolomata 

Matanzas—which is also an important 
calving ground for the endangered North 
Atlantic right whale.

Plants Under Protection
California’s Elkhorn Slough includes a 
wide variety of threatened habitats, such 
as maritime chaparral, coastal prairie, 
coastal sage scrub, live oak woodlands, and 
grasslands. In Massachusetts, Waquoit Bay 
boasts one of the largest populations of 
Agalinis acuta, one of the rarest wildflowers 
in the world. 

Important and Outstanding
In addition to providing protection for 
endangered species, many of the research 
reserves have been recognized for their 
rare qualities. Florida’s Apalachicola is a 
United Nations-designated world biosphere 
reserve; Tijuana River in California was 
recognized as a wetland of international 
importance by the Ramsar Convention; 
and Chesapeake Bay–Maryland’s Jug 
Bay Wetlands Sanctuary was designated 
an important bird area by the National 
Audubon Society. 

Some of the many threatened and endangered 

species that call research reserves home. 
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 Whooping crane

American alligator

Apalachicola – United Nations-
designated world biosphere

Hawksbill turtle

Agalinis acuta wildflower
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TEACHING HEARTS, MINDS, 
AND SOULS

EDUCATION
J ill, a 10-year-old South Carolina student who 

loves “anything and everything” about the beach, 

gingerly holds a marsh grass seedling that she’s been 

cultivating since the beginning of the school year, which 

is now ready to be transplanted along the shoreline. 

She’s one of over 32,000 young people who has taken part in 

the hands-on From Seeds to Shoreline program at the ACE 

Basin Research Reserve—a program so successful that South 

Carolina’s other reserve, North Inlet-Winyah Bay, along with 

Georgia’s Sapelo Island and the North Carolina Research 

Reserve, signed on as well. 

Jill, and the tens of thousands of students like her, are 

learning about the importance of this coastal ecosystem and 

how their actions are helping to keep their communities safe 

from the impacts of flooding and erosion. 
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“From Seeds to Shoreline aligns perfectly with the 

science curriculum standards,” says teacher Lori 

Essenburg of Sullivan’s Island Elementary School. “More 

importantly, it gives my students the opportunity to 

learn about the environment and allows them to help in 

its restoration.”

Memorable experiences abound at the research 

reserves. In Massachusetts, young women in grades 

seven through nine take part in Waquoit Bay’s Women 

in Science program, which builds confidence and 

inspires students through scientific research, marine 

biology, ecology, and outdoor activities. In Oregon, 

students hike along South Slough’s shoreline on a 

“treasure trails” adventure, and New York children get 

waist-deep in the Hudson River estuary as part of their 

nature exploration experience. These lucky participants 

are having fun, learning about their surroundings, and 

forging a physical and emotional connection with the 

environment that will last a lifetime.

Children aren’t the only benefactors.
Thousands of adult learners and teachers benefit 

from research reserve training programs. Teachers 

on the Estuary provides in-depth instruction to 

educators throughout the country. Each reserve 

also provides location-specific classes and training 

opportunities. Examples include a 12-week 

master naturalist course, an afternoon of nature 

photography, best management practices instruction 

for farmers, and ecotourism certifications. 

Reserve staff members are particularly proud of 

the instruction and services provided for elected 

officials and other local decision makers. Each reserve 

determines what specific issues need to be addressed 

in their area, and how best to help their communities 

assess and plan accordingly. Climate change and 

resilience are increasingly popular training topics, and 

subjects most communities want and need to learn 

more about. 

The Padilla Bay Research Reserve in Washington state 

developed a series of workshops for local planners 

that provided information on climate communications, 

climate adaptation planning, vulnerability assessments, 

and grants—all tailored to that region’s needs.  In New 

Hampshire, the Great Bay Research Reserve worked 

with partners to host a workshop designed to prepare 

communities for increasing flood risks. The workshop 

led to a coastal adaptation workgroup and additional 

trainings, as well as the acquisition of over $5 million in 

grant funds. 

“Coastal communities have a lot on their plate,” says 

Whitney Jenkins, coastal training program coordinator 

at the North Carolina Research Reserve. “If we can act in 

a science advisory role, bringing the data, information, 

and methods needed to help the community reach 

informed decisions, we know we are making important 

contributions that will impact generations to come.”

In the end, the reserves provide learning opportunities 

for every member of a community, from young children 

and their parents and teachers to the leaders tasked 

with keeping them safe. 

EDUCATION WHAT JILL AND THE OTHER 
STUDENTS RECOGNIZE MOST IS 
THAT THEY ARE HAVING FUN.
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L ife at the research reserves is not all fun and (educational) 

games—the National Estuarine Research Reserve System is 

at the core of the nation’s efforts to understand and preserve 

estuaries. The science performed at each research reserve helps 

keep communities safe and these special areas thriving.

“The system’s monitoring data documents environmental health for 

coastal communities and our nation,” explains Marie Bundy, a NOAA 

employee and the monitoring data coordinator for the system.

10

ESTUARY 
SCIENCE
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Each site uses a standardized reporting and 

gathering process, making the system one of the 

most comprehensive and consistent sources of 

information on estuaries in the country. Water 

quality, weather, biological communities, habitat, 

and land-use and land-cover data are included. 

The information is used to measure drought and 

flood levels, document human impacts to the 

environment, monitor fluctuations in water quality, 

and alert officials to potential problems affecting 

shellfish—all of which help communities plan for 

changes and challenges, such as sea level rise and 

worsening storms.

The research arm of the organization is known as 

the Science Collaborative. This competitive grant 

program funds collaborative estuary research. 

The program also funds efforts to transfer relevant 

information, approaches, and lessons learned 

to coastal communities throughout the country. 

All projects use an integrative approach, actively 

engaging end users to make sure each project 

answers a need and the results can be used to 

address a specific problem.

“Estuaries are extremely important because they 

support our very existence,” says Bundy. “We need 

to do what we can to take care of them. The data 

and information coming from the research reserves 

helps us do just that.” 

FROM OUR NOTEBOOKS
Sea Level Rise Impacts
How will sea level rise impact estuaries? Reserve scientists 
developed an innovative approach to evaluating the ability 
of tidal marshes to thrive as sea levels continue to rise. 
This groundbreaking process is being used by the reserves 
and others to document and understand marsh resilience. 
Communities need this information to make the right choices 
about where to protect or restore marshes, which provide 
critical flood protection, commercial fishing opportunities, 
and recreation.

Climate and Weather
Flooding is a big concern in many areas, but so is drought. 
In Florida, monitoring data from the Apalachicola Research 
Reserve are used to create biweekly drought updates for the 
public and local decision makers. A similar effort is underway 
in South Carolina.

Industry and Aquaculture
Within the boundaries of Alaska’s Kachemak Bay Research 
Reserve are four sites with active oyster farms, several of 
which use real-time environmental monitoring data to keep 
this food source healthy and safe for consumption. In Texas, 
the Mission-Aransas Research Reserve helps state officials 
determine if and when oyster beds should be closed due to 
the presence of harmful algal blooms.

Economy-Boosting Conservation
Wetlands store carbon, making this natural resource a 
tangible means of reducing climate change. Alternatively, 
when wetlands are destroyed, harmful emissions can be 
released back into the atmosphere. Using cutting-edge 
science and research, the Waquoit Bay Research Reserve 
helped develop a blue carbon market, creating financial 
incentives for developers and others to support habitat 
restoration and conservation projects.

To learn more about the research reserve system’s research 
and environmental monitoring efforts, visit coast.noaa.gov/
nerrs/research.
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FRIENDS AND 
VOLUNTEERS
Serve and Preserve
At Florida’s Rookery Bay Research Reserve, there are 110,000 acres of 

pristine land and water to be tended to, and the group of men and women 

who help do this are lovingly referred to as “the rusty zipper gang.” They’re 

not employed by the state, or by the reserve, and they don’t have professional 

backgrounds in ecology or marine biology. But they are passionate members of 

the community who volunteer at Rookery Bay, and they are vital to its upkeep.
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“The country’s research reserves are beloved, and as 

such, people become so connected to them that they 

feel the need to be more than a neighbor or visitor. 

They want to be a part of the effort,” says Rebecca Roth, 

executive director of the National Estuarine Research 

Reserve Association. “The reserves have come to count 

on the contributions of these dedicated volunteers—

who save the country approximately $2 million 

annually—making it a mutually rewarding experience.”

Thousands of volunteers work within the research 

reserve system. These enthusiastic people educate 

visitors, lead classes and tours, and have a great time 

while introducing people to the many wonders found 

within this special ecosystem. Ever thought you could be 

part of a shark-tagging project, or track horseshoe crabs 

during the new moon high tide? As a research reserve 

volunteer, you might.

Volunteers also help reserve staff members fulfill 

their water quality monitoring responsibilities, 

and provide extra manpower for service projects, 

including habitat restoration. They lead beach 

clean-up efforts, man the kayak rental office, and, 

like the rusty zipper gang, help build trails and 

keep the site and its facilities in tip-top shape.

Anyone can be a part of the effort, as there is no 

typical volunteer. They’re teachers, farmers, doctors, 

tradespeople. They are entire families setting aside a 

Saturday afternoon to make a difference (and get their 

hands dirty) together.

Volunteers say the experience provides them with 

a strong connection to the things they hold dear. 

There’s the connection to the environment, the sense 

of purpose in giving back to the community, and the 

bond that develops with the staff and fellow volunteers. 

There’s also the satisfaction of doing good, important 

work. One long-term volunteer at Alabama’s Week’s 

Bay calls it “volunesia—that moment when you forget 

you’re volunteering to help change lives, because it’s 

changing yours.”

For volunteers who want to take their support and 

participation a step further, there are also 22 “friends of 

the reserve” groups. Many perform the same roles as do 

other volunteers, but they also take on an advocacy role 

for the reserve within their community, in the political 

arena, and among the various levels of government. 

Some even take on fundraising activities. One friends 

group, the Laudholm Trust, started before their reserve 

was even designated—a kitchen table conversation that 

evolved into a nonprofit organization and paved the way 

for the Wells Research Reserve, which the Laudholm 

Trust members actively support.

The Elkhorn Slough Foundation—the friends group 

for the Elkhorn Slough Research Reserve—has worked 

hand-in-hand with the reserve for over 35 years, and 

has helped protect nearly 5,500 acres of land. The 

foundation’s executive director, Mark Silberstein, points 

out that the group also directly assists the California 

Department of Fish and Wildlife in the conservation and 

restoration of Elkhorn Slough environments.

“The community has rallied to the cause of caring for 

Elkhorn Slough,” Mark says. The programs offered 

by the reserves, and the ways they directly benefit 

communities, couldn’t exist without volunteers and 

friends groups.

The friends groups and all the volunteers have the 

same goal in mind: to make their communities a better 

place. Won’t you join them? Contact your local research 

reserve for more information. 

Serve and Preserve
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When a coastal community experiences a 

devastating event such as a hurricane, 

special resources are available and countless 

brave first responders answer the call for 

help. But what happens in the months and 

years after the initial response? Those early 

resources can’t last forever. What does last, 

indefinitely, are the research reserves. Each 

reserve is an integral part of the community, 

working hand-in-hand with local leaders and 

residents to see solutions through and ensure 

a recovery focused on a more resilient future.

As a science-based place fully integrated into a 

community—its environment and its people—a 

research reserve naturally fills the disaster recovery 

role. While the reserves have the knowledge 

and resources to help, they’re also staffed with 

experts who live in the community and know its 

citizens. This versatility means their response and 

recovery assistance comes in many forms. 

After Hurricane Sandy wreaked havoc on New Jersey, 

the Jacques Cousteau Research Reserve implemented 

a recovery and future resilience plan, which included 

detailed analyses and recommendations to lessen 

vulnerabilities. The resulting customized mitigation 

plan is making this coast safer and helped homeowners 

receive a break on their flood insurance rates through 

the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s 

Community Rating System. 

Help isn’t limited to an after-the-fact status. The 

Delaware Research Reserve, for example, collaborated 

with state programs to create the Resilient Community 

Partnership, helping this state’s coastal communities 

improve their ability to address storms and sea level rise 

through focused mitigation plans and various training 

and public outreach efforts. 

Preparation also proved effective for homes, businesses, 

and public roads in the vicinity of Mississippi’s Grand 

Bay Research Reserve when Hurricane Nate struck. This 

reserve’s hurricane-resistant construction and disaster 

response plan proved to be a model for all. The wetland 

preservation afforded by the site lessened storm 

surge, and the pre-storm planning, which included 

moving boats and making them available for on-water 

emergencies, saved lives. 

And then there’s the personal side of a recovery 

effort. Reserves have that covered too. A staff 

COMMUNITY 
PARTNERSHIPS

WHEN DISASTERS STRIKE, RESERVES RESPOND
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member at the Mission-Aransas Research Reserve in 

Texas brought 30 injured birds from this reserve to his 

mother’s house as Hurricane Harvey approached, and 

all survived. After the storm, reserve staff members 

from throughout the country descended upon Port 

Aransas to help clean and rebuild the facility. 

After Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico’s Jobos Bay 

Research Reserve, rendering conditions that were deemed 

“heartbreaking,” the facilities left intact served as a refuge for 

neighbors, providing access to clean water and shelter. That 

was just the beginning, of course; this reserve will continue 

to provide assistance for years to come. 

The reserve system serves as an extended family for coastal 

communities and within the system itself. Fortunately for 

the communities they serve, research reserves are able to 

seamlessly and effectively combine scientific information, 

relationships, and local knowledge for the betterment of our 

nation’s coasts. 

 
Volunteers from the research reserves and NOAA clean and 
repair Mission-Aransas following Hurricane Harvey.
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Apalachicola
apalachicolareserve.com
Location: 80 miles southeast of Tallahassee and 
70 miles east of Panama City, Florida

Year designated: 1979

Number of acres: 234,715

Lead partner agency: Florida Department of Environmental Protection

The reserve supports a local fishing industry worth $14-16 million annually, which 
in turn directly supports up to 85 percent of the local population. Recreational 
opportunities here include coastal walks, beach activities, primitive camping, and 
wildlife viewing.

Ashepoo, Combahee, and Edisto (ACE) Basin
dnr.sc.gov/marine/NERR/index.html
Location: 45 minutes south of Charleston, South Carolina

Year designated: 1972

Number of acres: 99,308

Lead partner agency: South Carolina Department of Natural Resources

The reserve houses three types of Native American-made structures from as early 
as 4,000 B.C. With so many picturesque and historic features, numerous movies 
have been filmed at ACE Basin, including The Patriot and Forrest Gump. Recreational 
opportunities here include bird walks, boating, camping, and fishing.

Chesapeake Bay–Maryland
dnr.maryland.gov/waters/cbnerr/Pages/default.aspx
Location: Three sites: Jug Bay, 20 miles from Washington, D.C.; 
Otter Point Creek, 19 miles northeast of Baltimore, Maryland; 
and Monie Bay, 20 miles from Salisbury, Maryland

Year designated: 1985

Number of acres: 6,324

Lead partner agency: Maryland Department of Natural Resources

Archaeologists discovered tens of thousands of artifacts within Jug Bay that date as 
far back as 9,000 years. Recreational opportunities here include horseback riding, 
pontoon boating, guided nature programs, and animal encounters.

THE 29 NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVES, A-Z
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Chesapeake Bay–Virginia
www.vims.edu/cbnerr
Location: One hour north of Norfolk, in Gloucester Point, Virginia

Year designated: 1991

Number of acres: 4,122

Lead partner agency: Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science, College of William and Mary

The reserve is a climate change sentinel site, focusing on how its habitats respond to 
changes. They also offer a curriculum on climate education to local school districts. 
Recreational opportunities here include hiking, fishing, canoeing, birdwatching, 
and picnicking.

Delaware
de.gov/dnerr
Location: Two sites: St. Jones Reserve, six miles southeast of Dover, 
Delaware; and Blackbird Creek Reserve, in southern New Castle County

Year designated: 1993

Number of acres: 6,206

Lead partner agency: Delaware Department of Natural 
Resources and Environmental Control

The John Dickinson Plantation, a national park that was home to one of America’s 
founding fathers, lies within the reserve’s boundaries. Recreational opportunities 
here include nature and wildlife photography, boating, and hiking.

Elkhorn Slough
elkhornslough.org
Location: 23 miles north of Monterey, California

Year designated: 1979

Number of acres: 1,439

Lead partner agency: California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Hundreds of harbor seals, sea lions, and sea otters reside at the reserve, and as part 
of the Pacific flyway, tens of thousands of birds—over 340 species—migrate through 
every year. The American Birding Conservancy identified the reserve as a Globally 
Important Bird Area. Recreational opportunities here include hiking, picnicking, 
lecture series, and arts activities.

THE 29 NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVES, A-Z
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Grand Bay
grandbaynerr.org
Location: Jackson County in southeastern, Mississippi, on the Alabama border

Year designated: 1999

Number of acres: 18,049

Lead partner agency: Mississippi Department of Marine Resources

The reserve’s facilities include a LEED Gold-certified Coastal Resources Center with 
numerous sustainable building features. Just outside is the 1,000-foot Savanna Trail 
Boardwalk, leading visitors to a freshwater marsh. Recreational opportunities here 
include birdwatching, fishing, kayaking, and hunting.

Great Bay
greatbay.org
Location: Greenland, New Hampshire, near the Maine border

Year designated: 1989

Number of acres: 10,235

Lead partner agency: New Hampshire Fish and Game Department

The reserve’s conservation center features displays of artifacts that highlight how the 
land was shaped by Native Americans and early settlers; outside, a cultural train and 
the remains of a tavern and stable bring further focus to the culture and history of the 
reserve site. Recreational opportunities here include boating, wildlife viewing, fishing, 
and hunting.

Guana Tolomato Matanzas
gtmnerr.org
Location: Along the northeastern Florida coast, in St. Johns 
and Flagler Counties, with St. Augustine in the middle

Year designated: 1999

Number of acres: 73,256

Lead partner agency: Florida Department of Environmental Protection

The reserve site has a long and fascinating history, with artifacts dating back to 8,000 
B.C., along with remnants of the state’s oldest commercial orange groves. Recreational 
opportunities here include beach activities, guided hikes, boating, and fishing.
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He’eia
www.himb.hawaii.edu
Location: Southern portion of Kane’ohe Bay, on the island of O’ahu, Hawai’i

Year designated: 2017

Number of acres: 1,385

Lead partner agency: University of Hawai’i Institute of Marine Biology

The reserve is located on Kane’ohe Bay, the largest sheltered body of water in the 
Hawaiian Island chain. Recreational opportunities will include kayaking, stand-up 
paddle boarding, fishing, and various ecotourism activities (e.g., snorkeling/diving 
and ecotours).

Hudson River
hrnerr.org
Location: Along 100 miles of New York’s Hudson River

Year designated: 1982

Number of acres: 4,838

Lead partner agency: New York State Department of Environmental Resources

The reserve’s sustainable shorelines project helps communities and designers 
create effective nature-based shoreline protection and provides a model for other 
coastal areas. Recreational opportunities here include canoeing, hiking, birdwatching, 
and picnicking.

Jacques Cousteau
jcnerr.org
Location: Southeastern New Jersey, with headquarters in Tuckerton

Year designated: 1997

Number of acres: 116,500

Lead partner agency: New Jersey Agricultural 
Experiment Station at Rutgers University

The reserve’s Getting to Resilience program has helped over 40 municipalities 
assess their vulnerability to coastal hazards and identify strategies to enhance their 
resilience. Recreational opportunities here include wildlife viewing, camping, fishing, 
and swimming.
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Jobos Bay
drna.pr.gov/jbnerr
Location: Southeastern coast of Puerto Rico, between Guayama and Salinas

Year designated: 1981

Number of acres: 2,883

Lead partner agency: Puerto Rico Department of 
Natural and Environmental Resources

Jobos Bay reserve is a source of much of the economy for the neighboring 
communities. To further ecotourism businesses, the reserve offers a certification 
program for local interpretive guides. Recreational opportunities here include 
snorkeling, kayaking, wildlife viewing, and photography.

Kachemak Bay
accs.uaa.alaska.edu/kachemak-bay-national-estuarine-research-
reserve
Location: 240 miles south of Anchorage, on the 
western coast of the Kenai Peninsula, Alaska

Year designated: 1999

Number of acres: 372,000

Lead partner agency: University of Alaska Anchorage, 
Alaska Center for Conservation Science

The reserve is the only subarctic site in the reserve system, and the only reserve in a 
fjord. Recreational opportunities here include fishing, marine tours (including whale 
watching), hiking, and kayaking.

Lake Superior
lakesuperiorreserve.org
Location: Northwestern corner of Wisconsin along the St. 
Louis River, bordering Minnesota and Lake Superior

Year designated: 2010

Number of acres: 16,697

Lead partner agency: University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension

The reserve site encompasses one of the largest municipal forests in the country and 
the world’s largest freshwater bay mouth sandbar (Wisconsin Point). Recreational 
opportunities here include boating, hiking, fishing, and birdwatching.
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Mission-Aransas
missionaransas.org
Location: 30 miles northeast of Corpus Christi, Texas

Year designated: 2006

Number of acres: 186,189

Lead partner agency: The University of Texas Marine Science Institute

The reserve’s Amos Rehabilitation Keep rescues and rehabilitates sick and injured 
birds, sea turtles, terrestrial turtles, and tortoises found along the South Texas coast 
and returns them to their native habitat. Recreational opportunities here include 
nature hikes, guided wetland tours, birdwatching, and fishing.

Narragansett Bay
nbnerr.org
Location: Four islands, 12 miles north of Newport and 
12 miles south of Providence, Rhode Island

Year designated: 1980

Number of acres: 4,453

Lead partner agency: Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management

The reserve is home to one of the country’s most robust monitoring programs focused 
on the impacts of sea level rise. Data are informing adaptation and mitigation plans 
throughout the region. Recreational opportunities here include fishing, clamming, 
mountain biking, and hiking.

North Carolina
nccoastalreserve.net
Location: Four sites near Corolla, Beaufort, and Wilmington, North Carolina

Year designated: 1985

Number of acres: 10,568

Lead partner agency: North Carolina Department of 
Environmental Quality, Division of Coastal Management

The reserve’s training program hosts a popular realtor’s workshop series focused on 
living shorelines for erosion control, low impact development, and best practices in 
barrier island development. Recreational opportunities here include birdwatching, 
beach activities, hunting, and hiking.
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North Inlet-Winyah Bay
northinlet.sc.edu
Location: 30 miles south of Myrtle Beach and 50 miles north 
of Charleston, South Carolina, in Georgetown County

Year designated: 1992

Number of acres: 18,916

Lead partner agency: Belle W. Baruch Institute for Marine 
and Coastal Sciences, University of South Carolina

The reserve—formerly the site of 11 different rice plantations—is one of the cleanest 
and most studied estuaries in the world, with some studies spanning more than 
35 years. Recreational opportunities here include birdwatching, wildlife viewing, 
kayaking, and a Bike the Boardwalk program.

Old Woman Creek
naturepreserves.ohiodnr.gov/oldwomancreek
Location: Huron, Ohio, on the southwestern shore of Lake Erie

Year designated: 1980

Number of acres: 573

Lead partner agency: Ohio Department of 
Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife

This estuary differs from the others in that the freshwater of a creek mixes with the 
freshwater of Lake Erie—whereas an estuary is typically where freshwater mixes 
with ocean salt water. Recreational opportunities here include hiking, canoeing, 
birdwatching, and picnicking.

Padilla Bay
ecology.wa.gov/Water-Shorelines/Shoreline-coastal-management/
Padilla-Bay-reserve
Location: North of Seattle, Washington, between Mount Vernon and Anacortes

Year designated: 1980

Number of acres: 11,966

Lead partner agency: Washington State Department of Ecology

A birder’s paradise, the reserve attracts Brant geese migrating all the way from Alaska 
to enjoy the site’s nearly 8,000 acres of eelgrass, which also serves as a nursery for 
millions of invertebrates, providing food for animals and humans. Recreational 
opportunities here include boating, wildlife observation, aquarium tours, and junior 
ecology programs.
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Rookery Bay
rookerybay.org
Location: Five miles south of Naples, Florida

Year designated: 1978

Number of acres: 110,000

Lead partner agency: Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection, Florida Coastal Office

Habitats at this reserve support 150 species of birds and many threatened, 
endangered, and rare animals, including the Florida panther. The reserve also 
supports a significant ecotourism industry. Recreational opportunities here include 
boating, fishing, photography, and primitive camping.

San Francisco Bay
sfbaynerr.org
Location: Two sites: Rush Ranch and China Camp 
State Park, north of San Francisco, California

Year designated: 2003

Number of acres: 3,710

Lead partner agency: San Francisco State University

The reserve’s two sites have unique histories: China Camp was a thriving Chinese 
shrimp-fishing village in the late 1800s, and Rush Ranch still houses a 100-year-old 
barn and a blacksmith shop—remnants of its days as a western ranch. Recreational 
opportunities here include hiking, camping, wildlife viewing, and picnicking.

Sapelo Island
sapelonerr.org
Location: Seven miles northeast of Darien, Georgia

Year designated: 1976

Number of acres: 6,110

Lead partner agency: Georgia Department of Natural Resources

While a six-foot-high Native American ring on the reserve provides proof that the 
island has been inhabited for thousands of years, today it is home to Hog Hammock, 
a private Gullah-Geechee community whose residents are descendants of slaves who 
lived on the island in the 1800s. Recreational opportunities here include island tours, 
nature walks, cultural festivals, and wildlife viewing.
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South Slough
oregon.gov/DSL/SSNERR/Pages/index.aspx
Location: Five miles south of Charleston, Oregon

Year designated: 1974

Number of acres: 4,771

Lead partner agency: Oregon Division of State Lands

This was the first site in the National Estuarine Research Reserve System, designated 
just two years after Congress passed the Coastal Zone Management Act. Recreational 
opportunities here include hiking, wildlife viewing, kayaking, and crafts.

Tijuana River
trnerr.org
Location: 15 miles south of San Diego, California, on the Mexican border

Year designated: 1982

Number of acres: 2,293

Lead partner agency: California State Parks and 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

The reserve is adjacent to Tijuana, Mexico; within the site is a monument marking the 
border, which was decided in 1850 following the Mexican-American War. Recreational 
opportunities here include guided nature and bird walks, horseback riding, biking, and 
Junior Ranger programs.

Waquoit Bay
waquoitbayreserve.org
Location: Falmouth and Mashpee, Massachusetts, 
on the south shore of Cape Cod

Year designated: 1988

Number of acres: 2,804

Lead partner agency: Massachusetts Department 
of Conservation and Recreation

The reserve includes the native lands of the Wampanoag people, whose ancestors 
greeted the Pilgrims in 1620. Reserve staff members continue to work with them. 
Recreational opportunities here include fishing and shellfishing, camping, boating, 
and swimming.
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Weeks Bay
outdooralabama.com/weeks-bay-reserve
Location: 40 miles southeast of Mobile, Alabama

Year designated: 1986

Number of acres: 9,317

Lead partner agency: Alabama Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources

The protected waters of Weeks Bay are an ecologically significant nursery for a wide 
variety of fish and shellfish species, which support large commercial and recreational 
fishing industries. The reserve is home to multiple rare and endangered species. 
Recreational opportunities here include fishing, hiking, birdwatching, and kayaking.

Wells
wellsreserve.org
Location: 31 miles southwest of Portland, Maine, and 26 
miles northeast of Portsmouth, New Hampshire

Year designated: 1984

Number of acres: 2,250

Lead partner agency: Wells Reserve Management Authority

The reserve obtains all of its electricity from solar energy. It was the first not-for-
profit organization in Maine to become 100 percent solar powered. Recreational 
opportunities here include snowshoeing, wildlife photography, festivals and concerts, 
and beach activities.
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THE NATIONAL ESTUARINE 
RESEARCH RESERVE SYSTEM

We are places. Research reserves ensure the 

protection of representative estuaries across the 

nation as places dedicated to estuarine science, 

education, and stewardship.

We do work that is locally relevant. Each reserve 

in the national system is a community hub for 

integrated approaches to science, stewardship, 

and education that bring about positive change 

to a community’s most pressing coastal issues.

We have a national impact. We work together as a 

system to deliver science and education programs 

with regional, national, and international impact. 

We study how estuaries work and how they 

are changing. Our science, data, and maps are 

applied to inform decisions critical to maintaining 

healthy estuaries, watersheds, and coastal 

communities. Our monitoring programs make us 

sentinels for estuarine change across the nation.
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